
Objectives

• To describe an experiment in terms of transformative outcomes and 
how can this be more transformative. 

• To map how participants understand and make use of the 
transformative outcomes

Roles

Facilitator: guides the exercise, asks questions
Observant: write downs statements, takes photos of the different stages

Materials

• Markers 
• Cards (4 types: Actors, Rules, System and Transformative Outcomes)
• Whiteboard or white paper
• A camera (phone camera can also work)

User guide card game
Card game: relating transformative outcomes to experiments

Total duration: 90 mins

Structure of the group work

The activity is divided in two stages. The first stage is problem definition 
and the second step is stretching. Depending of the understanding each 
group has of the outcomes and its experiment, they might or might be 
able to get to step 2. This is OK and facilitators should not force groups 
to speed up if they need the time. For each step we have provided some 
“questions” which can be used by the facilitator to guide or trigger the 
discussion

It is very important that the observant maintains a written and visual 
record of the discussions happening on its table. We suggest to take 
a photo of the flipchart/whiteboard after every step, and when a new 
arrangement of cards occurs. At all times, the facilitator should ask 
participants to explain, in their own words, what is happening in the 
flipchart and the observant should try to write it down.
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Stage 1 

The facilitator introduces the activity as a “game”, explaining that this does 
not have to be a perfect and strict definition of what the experiment is 
about, but that what we are looking for is to learn and experience working 
with the transformative outcomes with an experiment that is known to the 
group. Therefore, it is better if we can define the experiment as concretely 
as possible.

Each table will work with one experiment, which is the one the group has 
described in the pentagonal map. In case a table is composed of more 
than one country representative, we will work with one experiment (this is 
the case of group 4 which includes Kenya and Senegal representatives)

Step 1.1.

Define the experiment in one phrase. This does not have to be perfect or 
definitive, it can be changed later. Define the experiment and its objective 
(long-term objective). Write it down in the flipchart or whiteboard

Example: Prohibition of plastic packaging in the municipality of Iza in order 
to achieve a sustainable waste management system.

Describe the dynamics of your experiment using max 5 cards of the pack 
actors, values and structures. You can draw arrows between the cards to 
explain the relations between cards.

Example: In this case - the experiment involves local people and the 
local government, that because of societal values towards sustainability 
implement a new regulation (4 cards). 

Questions that can be used to guide this step
• Your case can be an experiment or a more traditional type of 

intervention, like programme, project, etc.
• Think on the most relevant features of your case: where, when, who, 

what, why, how?
• What kind of change do you want to achieve?
• Who should define or enact change?
• How would you define the policy activities, the pathways of change?

Important: In order to identify what tools would be useful, it is important 

Step 1.2

Select what kind of outcomes are necessary at this stage in your 
experiment, from the pack of cards “outcomes”. Try to choose two 
outcomes maximum, and explain why you choose that outcome. There 
can be disagreement in the group about which outcome to prioritize, this 
is OK.

Note: the Transformative Outcomes cards will come with a brief 
explanation to help participants 

that all times the facilitator keeps asking: How do you do this? What would 
you need to do this?
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At this point the facilitator can help the group to select specific outcomes, 
if they find hard to think what to call a specific process. It is important 
that at all times the group describes the outcomes in their own words, 
and in relation to their own views of the experiment. After identifying 
the outcomes, the group can locate the experiment in a specific process: 
niche construction, niche expansion, regime destabilization. For niche 
construction draw a circle, for niche expansion and xy axis, and for regime 
destabilization a pentagon. In this way they connect to the infographics of 
the Transformative Outcomes. 

Example: The outcomes that we can identify in the plastic packaging case 
are replication (the experiment is being replicated in other municipalities) 
and institutionalizing (need to test whether the packaging is really 
biodegradable and under which conditions, in order to organize the waste 
management system and infrastructure accordingly). This is a niche 
experiment that is moving to a process of niche expansion. 

The group can add some elements of the other 3 packs of cards in 
order to explain better these outcomes. In the example, replication and 
institutionalization will require the development of standards and will 
require the participation from academia. At all times the facilitator should 
ask questions about tools and processes with respect to the outcomes 
chosen, in order to explore what kind of actions and methods the 
participants relate to specific outcomes: 

Questions that can be used to guide this step
• Think on the elements that describe, enact or hinder change in your 

case. As we saw, they can be actors, networks, expectations, learning, 
reflexive practices, knowledge, norms, rules, institutions, etc. You 
have some examples in these cards on the table

• Describe the elements that are more relevant for your case (only a 
few one) using your own words

• How would you address this outcome? What would you do? What 
would be the enabling conditions and possible challenges? 

Stage 2. Stretching

This second step is about stretching the scope of the experiment in order 
to make it more transformative. At this point the facilitator takes a more 
active role and can challenge the groups. What happens if we want to 
make this experiment more transformative?

If the group is able to follow-up on outcomes (1 or 2) these cards can be 
added to the board, and the sequence is similar to 1.2.

Example: From the example: if we wanted to make this experiment more 
transformative, we would need to scale it at the national level. But in 
this case we might encounter the opposition of incumbents, who have 
opposed the plastic bans bills for many years in the country. We need 
therefore to destabilize the regime.

If the experiment does not intuitively lead to a different outcome, the 
facilitator can take a random outcome card from the pack and ask the 
participants to think about whether that outcome is relevant to their 
objectives, and if so, what would be an appropriate experiment to develop 
it? 

Example: (facilitator takes a random outcome card, which is circulation) 
Is the outcome circulation relevant to this experiment? Participants say 
that they are already doing circulation because they are concerned with 
replication in the experiment, so the facilitator helps them to think through 
why these two outcomes are different (replication is about taking an 
experiment into a new concept, circulation is about connecting between 
experiments that are already happening but in different contexts) what 
would it take to engage in circulation? What kind of tools, resources would 
you need? You can take cards if you want to show this. Would this improve 
the transformative potential of your experiment? Yes/no? Why?
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Card deck
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